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A selection of embodied metrics and actions

Student employability
Provide world-leading work integrated learning and employability opportunities.

Indigenous representation
Increase by 10 times in Indigenous representation.

Increase women faculty and students
Increase percentage of women faculty and students to at least 40%.

Research income
Increase diversity and scale of income. Participation in all national level centre schemes.

External recognition
Improve recognition of impact and quality of our research nationally and internationally.

Industry collaboration
Co-location space for multi-sector collaborations and partnerships (to 9% of footprint).

Transformation
Continuous improvement that spans College’s full suite of activities.

Strengthen alumni engagement
Increasing alumni connection proportion to more than 60%.

For the complete CECC Strategic intent and metrics, visit cecs.anu.edu.au/reimagine.
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Our values
Meaningful impact
Open and inclusive
High impact research
Transformative educational experiences
Meaningfully impactful

Our focus
Strong community
Post COVID-19 resilience
Creative and bold

Our work will affect how people live — shaping societies, governments, and technologies.

We will serve society through our teaching, research, and engagement.

We will measure our achievements by the positive difference they make in the world.

We will strengthen our national mission and meet our unique responsibilities.

Being a standard-bearer for equity and inclusion
Delivering a student experience equal to the world’s best
Conducting research that transforms society and creates national capability
Transformative educational experiences
Strong community
Post COVID-19 resilience
Creative and bold

Our values
Meaningful impact
Open and inclusive
High impact research
Transformative educational experiences
Meaningfully impactful

OUR VALUES
Meaningful engagement
External recognition
Indigenous representation
Increase by 10 times in Indigenous representation.

Increase women faculty and students
Increase percentage of women faculty and students to at least 40%.

Research income
Increase diversity and scale of income. Participation in all national level centre schemes.

External recognition
Improve recognition of impact and quality of our research nationally and internationally.

Industry collaboration
Co-location space for multi-sector collaborations and partnerships (to 9% of footprint).

Transformation
Continuous improvement that spans College’s full suite of activities.

Strengthen alumni engagement
Increasing alumni connection proportion to more than 60%.

For the complete CECC Strategic intent and metrics, visit cecs.anu.edu.au/reimagine.